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Can Communicating Your Core Values Help Engage Your
Clients?

How a re you expre ss i ng you rse lf a nd i nte ra ct i ng i n th e world?

Is it consonant with the values you hold? Do you communicate in a way that resonates with the people you’re trying to reach?

Over the past few months we’ve been looking at a 7 Level model similar to the Chakras that we can use as a way to potentiate

our creative career or business at all possible levels. So far we have seen that:
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At Levels 1-3 we build sturdy foundations of habit and Gnancial solidity. We understand how our need to belong aJects

our ability to create authentically, as well as how our need to please others can stop us getting ahead.

At Level 4, we learn the importance of using a heart-centred direction for our career or business in order for our work to

have meaning.

Now, as we enter the top three levels (5-7), we start to explore what it means to function at a ‘higher’ level in our career or

business - both how we reach up to higher levels of achievement, but also how we integrate higher values and calling into our

daily work.

In this post we will look at the Grst of these higher levels - Level 5.

Self-expression - the communication gateway

At its heart, Level 5 is about communication. In Yoga it corresponds to the Throat Chakra and, as such, it is about voice: How we

use self-expression as a gateway between our inner world and the outer. Only through self-expression does the outer world get

know what’s inside of us.

At the second level we opened to let the world   through our senses. At the 5th level, we allow our inner self to get   into the

world.

(In fact all the top three levels are focussed not only on reGning our inner development, but connecting this inner development

with the outside world.)

Why am I here? The search for meaning and purpose in our life

In terms of our creative career or business, Level 5 goes beyond whether or not we feel satisGed with how we’ve expressed

ourselves in our creative work. It builds on the heart-centred direction we identiGed at Level 4, to  encompass how we express

the values that will attract our tribe to us, and how we will make our work meaningful for them. As such it speaks to our ‘core

values’ and mission.

“When we live according to our core values, we feel content with our life. Work is pleasurable, even

when it’s challenging. Our relationships are mostly harmonious. We can look ourselves in the mirror

and fully stand in our integrity.”

Nela Dunato - The Human Centered Brand: A Practical Guide to Being Yourself in Business

It is also at the 5th level that our creativity manifests as the desire to make a personal contribution to the world and we begin to

teach, coach or mentor others. We begin to share all we’ve learned so that others may beneGt.

Communication - a two way street

Of course, if we’re going to talk about communication then we can’t ignore the need for dialogue.

Communication is only such when there is a balance between listening and responding, speaking and being heard. At a business

level, this is how we form deep connection with our audience. How we bring them into our world and receive permission to enter

theirs.

So Level 5 not only represents our ability to communicate our heart’s truth and inner self to the minds of others, so we can be

in out



seen and understood, but to create a channel through which the communication can Vow the other way.

Rock stars understand the importance of spending time amongst their fans signing autographs. It allows their fans to get up

close and personal with them for just a moment. But you don’t have to be a rock star to realise the value of direct

communication channels. ‘Permission marketer’ Seth Godin answers his emails personally. He may only write one line but he hits

the reply button with his own digit! The father of creativity coaching, Eric Maisel does the same.

Projecting our voice - Telling meaningful stories

At Levels 3 and 4 we developed the elements of our unique creative voice and learned to embrace even our shortcomings as a

vital part of our individuality. At Level 5 the development of our creative voice becomes more subtle: we’re reGning our message

and using it to reach out into the world - both through collaboration and teaching or mentoring others.

This is where all the hard work and mundane daily practice pay oJ and we get to sing!

We learn how to:

project our voice into the world

make our ideas resonate powerfully with our audience

express ideas that help people grow and transcend the mundane

tell meaningful stories

At Level 5 we have greater freedom to be creative now that we have left behind the constrictions of conforming that the lower

levels require. In fact, we actually feel a greater need to be creative   we’ve broken free of established patterns.

Meaning versus Money

At this level, we may be challenged to Gnd ways to reconcile our desire for meaning versus our need for money. We may feel

scared or uncomfortable embarking on a direction that brings more meaning to our lives, but which may - at least at Grst - not

seem an obvious way to pay the rent.

Manifesting what we want in the world

Level 5 is about manifestation. We make our world. This is another way it functions as a gateway through which the unconscious

becomes conscious.

“…say you want to write a book. You Erst start by actually making that choice, “I am going to write this

book.” Sometimes we have an idea and it goes around and around but we don’t commit to it and

make a choice. The process begins when we actually use our voice to speak that truth…and as we

become more clear and alive and impassioned about wanting to write this book we take action. We

start to manifest it on the paper. Next we have to go out and End a publisher and tell them “I’m

writing this unbelievable book, it’s going to be amazing!” and we manifest that picture in their minds.”

Margaret M. Lynch with Rhus Thomas - The 7 Levels of Wealth Manifestation

If Level 5 is blocked, our physical, outward impulses -. the things we want to achieve in the physical world - cannot be manifested.

We have impulses but no strategies to make them real.

because



A block at Level 5 also means that we cannot express the knowledge and insight from the top two levels and we cannot manifest

this knowledge in action.

Balance at Level 5

When we achieve balance at Level 5, we have good communication skills - both in expressing ourselves and listening to others.

We are able to communicate the truth of our experience, whilst also making space for others to communicate their truth to us.

Balance at this level also releases us from being bound by the accepted way of doing things - or ‘Shoulds’. 

We’re clear what our values are, what we stand for, what we will and won’t tolerate and, by and large, we use these as a yardstick

by which to make important decisions in our creative career or business.

Imbalance at Level 5: Dissonance

“Like the guitar string, it is our nature to express what impacts us. When that expression is restricted

(by whatever inhibitions we’ve been forced to accept), we lose our resonance and no longer vibrate in

the chorus of creation. We become less fully alive, out of step and dissonant.”

Judith Anodea - Eastern Body, Western Mind

When the 5th Level is not functioning well, we are afraid of owning - and owning up to - who we really are, and voicing what we

really want.

As a result, we either don’t talk at all or we talk loudly and too much, controlling the conversation, interrupting, or not listening to

others.

How imbalance at Level 5 shows up in our professional lives

Imbalance at Level 5 manifests in our professional lives as not taking the time to listen to the needs of our clients and preaching

rather than engaging. Telling, rather than showing.

Because  - as I mentioned - Level 5 mirrors the throat chakra, imbalance here also shows up as being incapable of expressing

ourselves. Literally being unable ‘to speak’ with our unique creative voice.

To protect our vulnerable interior from exposure and possible harm, our Inner Critic blocks us from expressing our real feelings

and, instead, only lets us say what we think people want to hear. As a consequence we can’t get our ideas out into the world in a

meaningful way.

Closing ourselves down this way stops the Vow of energy, and we feel tired and uninspired.

If the Inner Critic is still causing us problems at Level 5, we’ll need to work more deeply at Level 3 to clear the underlying blocks.

Uncovering your core values to create meaningful dialogue

To create harmony at Level 5 we need to constantly make sure the way we’re expressing ourselves and interacting in the world is

consonant with the values we hold.

We need to trust that if we let our true voice speak, we can reach people in a way that we wouldn’t be able to otherwise.
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One important dimension of being authentic in speech and action is that not everyone will become a fan. Seth Godin writes often about thinking in terms
of a niche or a fit between a set of clients and yourself rather than trying to appeal to everyone.
So the message here is not that being yourself will bring the whole world into your corner. It is also not an argument against tact.

Absolutely Fritzie. It's about getting closer to your tribe and making it clear to other people who you are so they can quickly decide if you're for
them or not! Thanks for reading :)

I love how you've applied the 7-chakra model of personal growth to the creative development. And it's clear to me now that this is one of the reasons
why when we talk about level 4, 5, and beyond issues, many of the folks listening can't connect to that because they're still dealing with the level 1
challenges.

I promote discovering your core values and using them to infuse meaning into your business in order to transform it, but that's tough if there's nothing to
transform... I knew that in a way, but never expressed it in words (how fitting!). Many people who read my blog have not yet even started their business,
so perhaps my content is not serving them as well as it could if they already had something going on. Something to ponder... I might need to curate a list
of total beginner resources to point them to.

Thank you for facilitating this clarity with your article :)

You're most welcome, Nela - especially as this post is inspired by YOUR writing! I'm sure a 'beginner's resources' list would be very helpful for
the parts of your tribe that are just starting out :)

We also need to remember that communication is not a unidirectional thing. We need to learn how to listen. In this way our work

can have meaningful impact in the world.

Level 5 Healthcheck
These are some of the kinds of questions you might want to ask yourself - or journal around - in order to Gnd insights into ways

of creating harmony at Level 5.

Does my form of creative self-expression feel totally, authentically ‘me’? Does it express my values? If not, what is it that I

long to communicate? How could I better do that?

What channels of communication could I set up with the people I want to serve?

What questions might be important to ask of my clients/collectors/tribe?

See the Big Picture: How to Use Emotional, Social and Business Intelligence.
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I'm working on ways to improve my own communication. Give some thought to yours and share what you :nd in the comments.

Read the next post about Level 6: 
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